
the new playbook

PLAYING UP

U-10 Players (to play up with 11-12 year olds)

Playing Up is HIGHLY ENCOURAGED but only if the younger player has OBJECTIVELY IDENTIFIED 
through their skills, conditioning and mental toughness that they are ready to play with older kids.  

(NOTE: Parents MUST BE CONSULTED and APPROVE their younger child playing UP)  Using our Player 
Development Model, here's who can consider playing UP.

There is no more tried and tested technique to accelerate a player’s competitiveness than to have that player 
compete against bigger, stronger, faster OLDER kids.   Only 2-3% of players CAN and SHOULD play up.

use our player development model as the gauge

•  SKILLS: A player who can CONTROL THE BALL, SEE THE COURT, CHANGE DIRECTIONS 
SHARPLY and has good use of BOTH HANDS 

•  CONDITIONING:A player who works hard in practice, gives 100% effort, NEVER SITS or 
even LEANS and never complains about "how tired he is"

•  MENTAL STRENGTH: A player who listens well, exhibits NO FIDGETY behavior, and makes 
eye contact with the coach.   Engaged in the training.   

U-12 Players (to play up with Middle School Players)
•  SKILLS: A player who can average 25+ on the Mikan Drill. Begins to break 30 and execute 

cross over correctly, i.e. sees the whole court, protects the ball and has SHARP CUTS.

•  CONDITIONING: A player who works hard in practice, gives 100 % effort, NEVER SITS or 
even LEANS and never complains about "how hard it is"  

•  MENTAL STRENGTH: is not fearful of playing with older kids, likes the challenge.  Handles 
mistakes well.  Mistakes are opportunities.

Middle School Players (to play up with High School Players)

•  SKILLS: Can average 30+ on the Mikan drill. Begins to break 35.  Has comparable numbers 
on the Reverse Mikan.  Has very good skills overall PLUS he can STOP a player from scoring 
with regularity.

•  CONDITIONING: Rarely gets tired, NEVER SITS or even LEANS and never complains about 
"how hard it is".  Is lifting weights as a HABIT.   

•  MENTAL STRENGTH: Handles mistakes well.  Never demeans his own play or that of his 
team mates, a VERY positive attitude.


